Kehila Kedosha Janina is honored to host a Benefit Concert to raise funds for Kalesma

Sunday June 18th at 7:00pm
Kehila Kedosha Janina
280 Broome St NYC

The concert will feature a mix of traditional music from Greece, accenting the music of Epirus. Performing Artists include: Vasilis Kostas, Eirini Tornesaki, Nektarios Antoniou, Christiane Karam, Maria Manousaki, Eleni Arapoglou, Miriam Elhajili

Kalesma, (“Calling” in Greek), is a project bringing six internationally acclaimed musicians from the US to perform together on stage with a choir of 40 children who are under the care of Kivotos in Athens, Greece, in July 2018. Kivotos cares for mothers and children in need, many of whom are homeless or neglected.

The six US-based artist-educators will travel to Greece to work with the children for one week before the concert. The final performance will establish the beginning of a series of music programs for the children of Kivotos, so that they can have access to long-term music education.

This is a way to channel their voices for generations to come. Music brings hope and purpose into the lives of children. It motivates them to work with others and to feel part of a community, all trying to achieve something great.

Tickets: $25 (all proceeds going to Kalesma)
Tickets will be sold at the door, but to ensure a seat, send a check to Association of Friend of Greek Jewry, 1 Hanson Place, Huntington NY 11743.

For those who cannot attend but wish to contribute, you can do so through “Fractured Atlas,” an online fundraising site, or by sending a check to Association of Friends of Greek Jewry, 1 Hanson Place, Huntington NY 11743.